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Erin, Ontario, Canada: Porcupines Quill, 2002. Soft cover. Condition: New. 1st Edition. Original
printed wraps. 192 pp. Octavo. Nine-year-old Neil McDonald has always wanted to write a book.
Every time he tries, though, it comes out `like the Hardy Boys or something'. But when a maverick
substitute teacher challenges him to record all the events and thoughts of a single day, the doors of
creativity swing open. It helps that the day in question is, in Neil's words, `pretty weird'. The time is
the fall of 1971; the setting is `North America's northernmost Metropolis'. The cast includes Neil, his
best friend Keith and his gnome-like baba, a budding Black Power advocate, the heavy-smoking son
of anti-war activists, and a very small boy wielding a very large axe in a public park. Neil thinks his
day will climax with the broadcast of the first night game in World Series history, but what he's in
for is something much deeper, a surprise that will teach him much about the world and his place in
it. In the end, Neil has his book. And it's nothing at all like the Hardy Boys. Printed offset by Tim
Inkster on the Heidelberg KORD at the...
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Reviews
A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e
Thorough guide! Its this sort of very good study. Yes, it really is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You may like the way the blogger
create this ebook.
-- Da meon Hetting er
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